The current microarchitecture trend leads toward heterogeneity. This evolution is driven by the end of Moore's law and the frequency wall due to the power wall. Moreover, with the spreading of smartphone, some constraints from the mobile world drive the design of most new architectures. An immediate consequence is that an application has to be executable on various targets.
Introduction
As mono-core processor technology has reached its limits, and as our computing needs are growing exponentially, we are facing an explosion of proposals in the current architectural trends, with more arithmetic units usable at the same time, vector units to apply similar operations on the elements of short vectors (such as sse, avx, neon...), several computing cores in the same processor die, several processors sharing or not the same memory, up to more heterogeneous architectures with hardware accelerators of specific functions, fpga or massively parallel gpu.
As a consequence, an application has to be executable on various platforms, at a given time as well as during its whole life cycle. This execution has to meet some efficiency criteria, such as energy or computational efficiency, that may not be compatible. Thus the development and maintenance costs become crucial issues, and automatic optimization and parallelization techniques, whereas often considered as unrealistic silver bullets, are coming back to the front stage as a partial solution to lower the development and maintenance cost.
Of course, automatic parallelization cannot be expected to produce miracles, as the problem is intractable in the general case. Reaching the highest possible performance for a given application on a specific architecture will always require some kind of human intervention, ending up sometimes with a complete rewrite from scratch.
However, and fortunately, sufficiently well-written sequential programs can expose enough parallelism that automatic parallelizers can detect, and for which they can do a sufficiently good job. In particular, we advocate that, before any attempt at manual or automatic parallelization, programs should avoid sequential processor optimizations and stick as much as possible to the high-level semantics of the algorithms. Thus, instead of writing code for a specific class of architectures, programmers and more widely code generators must learn how to write sequential programs, efficiently targeting the current class of advanced compilers, namely compilers with loop optimizers, vectorizers and automatic parallelizers.
This document, based on the long experience of its authors in this area, mainly on the pips [20, 1] and Par4All [2, 34] projects, details some good programming practices for imperative languages that are compliant with the current capabilities of automatic parallelizers, and more generally optimizers, to maximize the precision of analyses and thus help the tools in generating efficient code. As a preliminary clue, and not surprisingly, let us say that the more structured a program is, the easier it is to analyze.
Since parallelism is present at many levels in current architectures, even a program executed on a single core can benefit from being well written, for example by allowing the use of vector instruction sets or computing some parts at compile-time through partial evaluation.
In the remainder of this document, we focus mainly on the C language, and we assume that the reader is knowledgeable in the C99 programming language 1 . However, the principles can be generalized for other languages.
In this chapter, we give in Section 2 some advice on program structure and control flow. The Section 3 presents some points related to data structures and types. Then the Section 4 introduces the concept of directives and pragmas to help the compiler in its quest to efficient parallel code. Section 5 recalls the interest of already parallelized libraries. Before concluding, Section 6 details some constraints related to object-oriented languages.
This work has been done within the Opengpu project, where the authors have been involved in developing compilers for gpu, mainly related to C and dsl to opencl translation. Figure 1 : OpenACC example with a while loop. The PGI compiler is able to parallelize this loop nest and schedule it on GPU.
Program Structure and Control Flow
Most optimizers rely on the good properties of the program control flow to generate efficient results. Thereby, a program with poorly structured computational parts (which contains goto, break, continue, exit(), multiple returns. . . ) prevent further code transformations and automatic optimizations. Of course some tools such as pips [20, 1] or the pgi Compiler have some restructuring capabilities, as shown in the listing from Figure 1 , but they have their limitations. So a good practice is to adopt a well-structured programming style, or at least to restrict the use of poorly structured code to inherently sequential parts. More generally well-structured programming has to be used in parallel parts, and if not, other way to express parallelism has to be used, for example by relying on hand-coded libraries as shown in Section 5 or by hiding messy code as in Section 2.3.
Well-Formed Loops. . .
Many advanced optimization techniques, such as automatic parallelization, traditionally focus on loops -which are usually the most intensive parts of the programs -and more specifically on for loops with good properties, namely loops which are similar to Fortran do loops: the loop index is an integer, initialized before the first iteration, and its value is incremented by a constant value and compared to loop-invariant values at each iteration, and not changed by the loop body itself. The number of iterations is known before the loop is entered. Note that language extensions such as openmp [28] , openacc [26] and hmpp [8] provide parallel constructs for do and such well-formed for loops, but not for general for or while loops.
Tools based on the Polyhedral model [12, 22, 4, 30, 9] have long been historically very strict, by also enforcing that the initial value, the lower and the upper bounds be affine integer expressions of the surrounding loop indices and loop-invariant values, as well as if conditions and array indices. This is also a requirement of several compilers such as Cetus or the R-Stream compiler [33] .
The polyhedral model has been extended to lift some of these conditions, and these extensions are available in loopo [15] and pocc [6, 30] . It must also be noted that applying a series of pre-processing transformations -such as constant propagation or induction variable substitution -can raise the number of good candidates [5] . However, this is quite undesirable in source-to-source compilers.
So, even when these conditions are not compulsory, they are greatly encouraged, as most tools take advantage of them to detect parallelism and/or generate more efficient code. For instance, the following manually optimized piece of code
can be parallelized by Par4All openmp compiler [34] , but the communications cannot be generated accurately in the gpu version because of the non-linear loop upper bound. In most tools [29, 9, 32, 31, 33] , loop transformations only target well-formed for loops, while other compilers also deal with while loops [15, 6] . In between, pips tries to detect for and while loops which are equivalent to well-formed loops. For that purpose, it is important to write these loops in such a way that they can be detected as Fortran-like do loops. In particular, this implies using simple comparison and increment expressions, and avoiding putting the for body code inside the increment expression as in:
Also, incrementing an integer index should be preferred to directly incrementing a pointer:
f o r ( p = a ; p < a + n ; p ++) * p = ...;
should be replaced by:
; // i f t h e v a l u e o f p i s r e q u i r e d l a t e r
. . . and Loop Bodies
The conditions on the loop bodies characteristics depend on the tools capabilities. For instance the pgi Compiler used to not parallelize loops containing if conditions [36] in previous versions. Tools relying on fully polyhedral techniques historically require that internal if conditions be affine integer expressions [12, 22] , but this restriction has been recently lifted [6, 30] . The R-Stream compiler lies somewhere in between, allowing some non-affine condition expressions. pips allows any internal control flow by using approximation techniques [10] , provided that there is no jumping construct from and to the loop body. However, it must be kept in mind that, in most cases, the more information is available to the optimizer, the more efficient it can be 2 . Most tools offer no or very limited interprocedural capabilities. For instance, rose and pgi Compilers [32, 29] do not parallelize loops with inner function calls, but this can be by-passed in pgi compiler with the -Mconcur=cncall option that specifies that all loops containing calls can be safely parallelized, or by activating automatic inlining. The RStream compiler [33] assumes by default that functions have no side-effects, which may lead to incorrect code; but it provides a mechanism -called image function -for the user to describe the side-effects of library functions using stub functions.
On the contrary, pips has been designed from the very beginning as an interprocedural parallelizer [37, 20] , and uses interprocedural summarizing techniques to take into account memory accesses hidden in function calls. Cetus [31] also has some simple interprocedural capabilities, which allows to parallelize some loops with function calls.
Testing Error Conditions
It is generally not possible to safely change the execution order of statements in a group involving calls to exit() or assert(): hence compilers do not even try to optimize or parallelize the surrounding loops. So a good idea is to avoid these calls inside portions of code which are good candidates for optimization. However, it may not be desirable in all cases, in particular during the development phase of the sequential version of the application.
In particular, asserts are very useful for debugging the sequential version, but they can be easily removed by passing the -DNDEBUG option to the pre-processor, even if some compilers such as pips can take into account some of the information they carry as shown on Figure 2 . So it is important to test the bounds of the entry parameters and the data not only to prevent some errors but also because it may give clues to prove that some pieces of code are indeed parallel. So instead of simply removing the asserts, they should be at least be replaced by some code that test some conditions of soundness.
Exits are often used when testing error conditions, such as system calls return values. But since these tests do not affect the program semantics when there is a correct execution, a good pratice would be to wrap system calls in dedicated macros or functions which would receive a simpler and non-blocking definition for the parallelizer, different from the real implementation that can be more complex, as discussed later in Section 5.2. Figure 3 gives an exemple for the malloc() function.
#i n c l u d e < assert .h > i n t f ( i n t m , i n t n ) { i n t k = 0; assert ( m >= 1 && n >= 1); / * From t h e p r e v i o u s a s s e r t , PIPS i n f e r s t h a t m >= 1 and n >= 1 * / f o r ( i n t i = 0; i < m ; i ++) f o r ( i n t j = 0; j < n ; j ++) k ++; / * From t h e p r e v i o u s p r e c o n d i t i o n a f t e r t h e a s s e r t , PIPS i n f e r s t h a t k >= 1 a t t h e f u n c t i o n e x i t * / return k ; } Figure 2 : Example of assert giving some semantics information in pips and Par4All.
Another solution is to wrap error code between #ifdef ERROR_CONTROL ... #endif pairs to be able to remove such code on demand.
More generally, packaging this kind of complex i/o code into libraries that can also be parallelized by some specialists is a solution, as explained in Section 5.1.
Declaration Scope
Even in interprocedural optimizers which can deal with parameter passing through global variables such as common in Fortran, or with static local variables, global declarations may induce memory dependencies which prevent parallelization. Removing these dependencies requires interprocedural program transformations which are not always possible nor available. They consist in cloning a whole program sub-tree and adding the global variable as parameters to all functions and function calls in the cloned sub-tree, resulting in more expensive analysis and transformation cost.
Hence, global (and Fortran common) or static local variables must be avoided at least in program parts which are good candidates for parallelization, and, preferably, in the whole application since program analyses and transformations more and more tend to take the whole program behavior into account.
C99 offers the possibility of declaring data almost anywhere in the code. Parallelizers are unequally ready to accept this feature, which means that you may have to gather all data declarations at the beginning of a statement block. This is nevertheless a good practice to avoid declarations intermingled with jumping constructs, as this may render code restructuring and maintenance more difficult.
// m a l l o c w r a p p e r w i t h e r r o r t e s t i n g void * my_malloc ( size_t size , i n t err_code , const char * restrict err_mess ) { void * res = malloc ( size ); i f ( res == NULL ) { / * T h i s IO i s an i s s u e s i n c e i t p r e v e n t s p a r a l l e l i z a t i o n : * / fputs ( err_mess , stderr ); / * T h i s g l o b a l e x i t l e a d s t o an u n s t r u c t u r e d c o n t r o l g r a p h , r e d u c i n g o p t i m i z a t i o n o p p o r t u n i t i e s . . . * / exit ( err_code ); } return ( res ); } 
/ * Wrapper p r o v i d e d t o t h e p a r a l l e l i z e r . Note t h a t i n c a s e o f a s o u r c e −t o −s o u r c e p a r a l l e l i z e r , y e t a n o t h e r v e r s i o n may b e g i v e n t o t h e b a c k −end c o m p i l e r t o t a k e i n t o a c c o u n t t h e t a r g e t e d a r c h i t e c t u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . * /

Interprocedural Control Flow
Automatic code generation tools more and more include more or less advanced interprocedural capabilities, such as the propagation of constant values, summaries of scalar or arrays read and written by function calls (Cetus and pips, and even mixes of structures and arrays for pips). This greatly enhances their parallelizing capabilities.
A common restriction in parallelizing compilers and standard such as hmpp [8] or openacc [26] is that recursive functions are forbidden. The iterative version is then to be preferred, and, in some cases, this may even expose some intra-procedural instruction parallelism which could not be exploited with the recursive version because such optimization does not cross function calls.
Data Structures and Types
The C language provides several basic data structures, which can be combined to create more complicated ones. Traditionally, parallelizing compilers have focused their efforts on arrays, and this is still their preferred target. However, some are broadening their range of action to deal with mixes of structures and arrays, pointers. . . But it must be born in mind that aggregating data may reduce the optimization opportunities or their efficiency.
For instance, grouping the application infrastructure values inside a structure may be practical to avoid passing several parameters to functions, but it may prevent the compiler from using them when testing memory dependencies without data transformations.
Dealing with arrays of structures is similarly not practical, and dependency analysis can be easily extended to deal with them. However, generating communications for heterogeneous target is more difficult. Depending on the size of the structures, on the fields actually accessed during the exported computation, and on the communication costs, it may be more advisable to transfer a whole sub-part of the array, or to pack/unpack the desired fields to reduce the communication costs.
Notice also that unions are difficult to handle precisely. They create a discrepancy between memory usage and the actual semantics of the program since the same memory locations may be used to store completely unrelated objects. For safety reasons, the compiler must assume the dependencies, whereas the computations may be semantically independent. So unions, if needed, are to be kept in some purely sequential parts.
Finally, pointers are unequally handled. Analyzing and optimizing code using recursive data structures, such as linked lists or trees, is also still an active research area, for example with shape analysis. It may be useful to convert a linked list into an array if the processing cost is large enough. Another possibility for the compiler is to make use of speculative techniques to parallelize such codes.
The remainder of the section gives more specific advice to maximize the optimization opportunities for applications using pointers and arrays.
Pointers
Pointers allow to designate a single memory location using several names, or may designate several memory locations throughout its lifetime: this is called dynamic aliasing. However practical it may be, it makes subsequent program analyses more complicated, as compilers must safely assume that two pointers are aliased whenever they cannot prove the contrary. Some compilers provide ways to turn off this behavior when the user is sure that there is no pointer aliasing. For instance, Par4All provides a --no-pointer-aliasing commandline option. Other compilers such as the one from pgi requires the user to declare pointers with the C standard restrict qualifier. Basically, when using this qualifier, the programmer asserts that for the pointer lifetime, the pointed memory area is only accessed using this pointer. The compiler use this information when optimizing code since no memory access using another pointer will generate a dependence with the accesses using the restricted pointer. For example the openacc code on Figure 4 can be parallelized by the Here are some pieces of advice to maximize the benefits of using source-to-source compilers allowing the use of pointers:
• Always use the same expression to refer to a memory location inside a function; for instance, avoid the following kind of code: • Do not assign two different memory locations to a pointer (that means that a pointer should be considered rather as a single assignment variable). For example in the code
it is difficult for the compiler (and also a human being. . . ) to figure out which element of which array is really written.
• Do not use pointer arithmetic, or solely with great care. In particular do not use it if it leads to pointer aliasing (avoid p = p+i or p++ if p is a pointer). Note that this is a particular case of the previous point.
For example avoid using pointers to perform a strength reduction on array accesses such as: but prefer the following clearer version that reflects the original algorithm and exposes some trivial parallelism:
• Reserve the use of pointers for the sole dynamic allocation of arrays and to function parameter passing (in C, to emulate the C++ reference concept). In C++, use references instead of pointers, when possible.
Note that you can have variable size arrays in C99 (as available in Fortran for decades), such as:
which can spare you the trouble of explicitly allocating and freeing pointers, or playing with alloca().
• Avoid function pointers because, even when they are legal, they prevent precise interprocedural analyses and optimizations since it may be difficult to figure out which function is eventually called. This is also the case with virtual function in C++: the underlying implementation involves a table of function pointers.
• Do not use recursive data structures such as linked lists, trees. . . since it is often difficult to figure out what object is really pointed to, as explained previously in the introduction of the section.
• Be aware of the C standard constraints on pointer expressions, pointer differences, and more generally on pointer arithmetic.
Arrays
As array manipulations are often the source of massive parallelism, parallelizers often concentrate their efforts on them. However, their task can be made easier by following a number of coding guidelines which are detailed below.
Providing and Respecting Array Bounds
Parallelizing compilers often make the assumption that the program is correct, and in particular that array bounds are not violated. Otherwise, the behavior of the program may be undefined. This (bad) programming style is often used as array reshaping to iterate in a big global loop ranging all the elements normally visited by a loop nest on all dimension of an array, as shown in the next section. Modern compiler may figure out loop nest coalescing automatically to get maximum sequential performance anyway. The bound should be provided
Linearization
In many automatic parallelizers, array references are represented using the integer polyhedron lattice; array reference indices must be affine integer expressions for the compiler to be able to study inter-iteration independencies, to propagate information over the program representation, and/or to generate communications.
For example a[2*i-3+m][3*i-j+6*n] is an affine array reference but a[2*i*j][m*n-i+j] is not (it is a polynomial of several variables).
This explains why you should not use array linearization to emulate accesses to multidimensional arrays with one-dimensional arrays, as in:
; double * p = a ; f o r ( i n t i = 0; i < n ; i ++) f o r ( i n t j = 0; j < m ; j ++) f o r ( i n t k = 0; k < l ; k ++) p [ m * l * i + l * j + k ] = ...;
The cleaner understandable following version should be used instead:
f o r ( i n t i = 0; i < n ; i ++) f o r ( i n t j = 0; j < m ; j ++) f o r ( i n t k = 0; k < l ; k ++)
In the first cluttered version, the polynomial array index expression cannot be represented in a linear algebra framework; this kind of loop is usually not parallelized, and communications on gpu cannot be generated. Some compilers (see [25, 13] ) try to delinearize this kind of array accesses. But this transformation is not always successful.
Successive Array Element References
To reduce the analysis complexity, some compilers compute summaries of array element accesses in sets. For instance, pips array region analyses [11, 2] gather array elements in / * I n t h e f o l l o w i n g s t a t e m e n t s e q u e n c e s and e x p r e s s i o n , a l l r e f e r e n c e t o a and b a r e made i n a f o l l o w i n g way . sets represented by convex polyhedra. This means that non-convex sets of array elements are approximated by sets that contain elements which do not belong to the actual set, and are thus imprecise. Of course, further analyses and transformations are more likely to succeed and produce efficient code if array region analyses are more precise. So, in case of successive accesses to array elements, it is recommended to group them as much as possible so that two consecutive accesses in the program flow can be represented by a convex set. As an example, the version of Figure 5 is preferable to the version of Figure 6 .
So f i r s t t h e r e g i o n w i t h a [ i −1] and a [ i ] i s b u i l t , w h i c h i s compact , and t h e a [ i +1
/ * The a r r a y r e g i o n a c c e s s i s f i r s t computed from a [ i −1] and a [ i +1] w h i c h i s non compact and t h e n t h e a [ i ] e l e m e n t i s a d d e d
Casts
Casts are somewhat tricky to analyze because they induce translating a data memory layout into another one, and this maybe very difficult in the general case, especially for source-to-source tools which try to preserve the initial aspect of the program, and as the memory layout maybe architecture-dependent.
Hence the effects of the cast operator on the analyses may lead to a loss of precision: it is recommended to use it sparingly, out of the hot spots, and only when it does not impact the memory layout.
Directives and Pragma (OpenMP...)
Fashionable extensions to sequential languages are hints expressed as pragma or directives hidden into comments in the source code to inform the compiler that some parts can be executed in parallel, offloaded to an accelerator or with data and computation distributed on a distributed-memory massively parallel computer. The extensions we are interested in here are those which do not modify the sequential semantics of a program. For example, expressing that a sequential part is parallel does not change the semantics of the sequential part and this extension can be ignored by a compiler and the program remains correct 3 .
openmp [27, 28] and hpf [17, 18] are old standards based on this principle, but with different targets and paradigms. openmp targets shared-memory multiprocessors whereas hpf is more ambitiously oriented towards distributed-memory massively parallel machines with deeper compiler support. Unfortunately, only openmp has been successful in its achievements, even if hpf had some impact on the development of parallel models and languages [21] . Figure 7 shows an example of openmp.
More modern extensions such as hmpp [8] or openacc [26] are developed for C, C++ and Fortran to extend these concepts to other domains, such as heterogeneous computing or even to embedded systems with smec [3] . An example of openacc Fortran program is found in Figure 8 .
The interesting aspect is that even if the compiler dealing with this extension is not or no longer available, the sequential program remains and is not lost. It can still be optimized and parallelized later, manually or automatically with other tools.
It is an interesting path toward incremental manual parallelization without loosing the investments in the source code that remains sequential. But the sequential sources need to be reorganized to express parallelism exploitable by the tools. Thus this extensions take advantage of the good practices described in this chapter.
Using Libraries
Relying on Efficient Libraries
An easy way to parallelize part of the execution in a sequential program is to use some libraries that are already parallelized, such as linear algebra libraries (mkl, blas, lapack, petsc. . . ) or other mathematical libraries (fftw [14] to compute various fast Fourier's transforms. . . ).
Even i/o operations exists as parallel libraries, which is of great importance since computer performance increase quicker that i/o latency reduction and bandwidth improvement.
In this way, a programmer can benefit from highly parallelized and optimized expertise packaged in libraries (Scalapack, plasma, magma, Cublas, petsc. . . ) without having / * T h i s i s e x e c u t e d b y s e v e r a l t h r e a d s c o n c u r r e n t l y * / #pragma omp parallel f o r f o r ( i = 0; i < n ; i ++) // I t e r a t
// I t e r a t e on t h e e l e m e n t s o f a l i s t from t h e h e a d p = listhead ; while ( p ) { / * W h i l e t h e r e i s s t i l l an e l e m e n t , l a u n c h a new t a s k a s y n c h r o n o u s l y t o p r o c e s s i t i n p a r a l l e l * / # pragma omp task { process ( p ); } // Look a t n e x t e l e m e n t p = next ( p ); } } } Figure 7 : Small example of C language with openmp extension.
to invest time in the parallelization phase.
Unfortunately, not all the parts of an application exists as libraries, and if so, may not be combined. Furthermore, they may not be directly usable with some automatic parallelizer, as explained in the following section.
Quarantined Functions: Stubs
Using complex functions can stress too much some compilers or sometimes, parallelizing a program globally need the whole program source but the source of the libraries is not available or definitely too complex or irrelevant to be retargetable.
In this case, two different compilers may be needed: one to do the automatic par-
! E x p l a i n t h a t Anew i s t o b e a l l o c a t e d t o t h e a c c e l e r a t o r . ! A h a s a c o p y a l s o a l l o c a t e d t o t h e a c c e l e r a t o r and
) ) e r r = max ( err , abs ( Anew (i , j ) -A (i , j )) ) end do end do ! $ a c c end k e r n e l s l o o p i f ( mod ( iter , 100) . eq . 0 ) p r i n t * , iter , e r r ! T h i s a f f e c t a t i o n can b e done i n p a r a l l e l , ! a s w i t h HPF w o r k l o a d : ! $ a c c p a r a l l e l A = Anew ! $ a c c end p a r a l l e l end do ! $ a c c end d a t a Figure 8 : Example of openacc with Fortran 90 commented after [16] .
allelization on a code with some functions hidden from it and another more robust non parallelizing compiler to compile the problematic functions. Afterwards, the two programs are linked together to produce a global program.
But there may be still an issue: if the parallelization is performed by program comprehension, for example by using some abstract interpretation like in pips, the whole program source has to be analyzed, with all the library functions which are unfortunately unavailable. A description of the behaviors of these functions is needed for automatic parallelization.
This can be provided by some external ways such as a contract description in an xml files such as with spear tools [23] , by using some #pragma in hmpp [8] or openacc [26] , directives or attributes such as in Fortran (intent(in), intent(out) or intent(inout) specifying some arguments are read or/and written by a function).
Another way is to provide the parallelizer with a stub function that mimic the behavior needed by the parallelizer to know what is needed for a parallelism analysis. For example in Par4All, which is based on pips, the memory accesses to the memory are analyzed to know if there are conflicts or not between pieces of code, scalar variable values are tracked by semantic analysis for improving dependency test and applying various optimizations, input/output effects are tracked to avoid unfortunate parallelism of input/output and so on. So for Par4All, stub functions with these effects are needed.
The advantage of this last solution is that no language extension or #pragma is needed. The drawback is that some simple functions have to be written instead and the global compilation flow has to be adapted to provide the stub functions to the parallelizer and to substitute afterwards in the final executable the real functions.
Object Oriented Programming
Although we focus in this article on the C and Fortran languages, object-oriented programming gain momentum even in high-performance computing, with C++ which is an object-oriented extension of the C language, or even more logically Fortran 2003 and 2008 versions that include directly object-oriented concepts.
Object-oriented languages have some interesting high-level aspects allowing conciseness and abstraction with the drawback that it may difficult to understand what is really executed on the target, by comparison with simpler languages as C, closer to a high-level macro-assembler.
As for languages that are not object-oriented , a simple general rule is to avoid using constructs that leads to unstructured code (such as exceptions and object creation/deletion) and unpredictable code (such as virtual functions) in compute intensive parts with some parallel potential such as heavy loop nests.
Using virtual functions in C++ means that the choice of the real function to be used is only made at execution time, which is costly (equivalent to using a function pointer in C) and difficult to analyze by a parallelizer compiler.
When possible, using advanced templates (which can be seen as a kind of high-level C preprocessor) replaces virtual functions by compile-time specialization with simpler function overloading which are plain function calls. They can even be in-lined.
Furthermore, using C++ well-known templates, for example from the stl or boost libraries, may be recognized by the compiler. For example, by understanding its semantics, a loop iterating on a std::vector is replaced by some parallel constructs [24] . There are even some direct implementations of the algorithms from stl that are directly parallel, such as the mcstl [35] or stapl [7] , or variations with some specialized parallel template libraries such as tbb [19] .
Pointers used in C to pass arguments in functions can be replaced by reference (&) in C++ to precise the programmer intentions and to let the parallelizer be able to find parallelism. Working with expressions on objects in C++ is quite powerful but may create a lot of temporary objects with a lot of time spent in object creation and deletion, content copy. This may spoil memory bandwidth and electrical power, but also have some side effect preventing the parallelization. A nice feature from C++11 is that there are some move constructors that may avoid some useless object copy or creation with their side effects.
Exceptions (or arbitrary jump) are another side effect to avoid in the parallel sections of a program. Even if they are caught locally, it is equivalent to unstructured control flow that may impair the parallelism. More generalized use of exceptions that may be caught interprocedurally for example can be seen as non-local goto 4 which is inherently challenging but question the parallelism itself: what is the semantics of a parallel loop with an exception in an iteration? Do we rollback all the loop in a transaction way? Do we execute all the iterations but not the trouble-making one? Do we execute all the iteration up to the exception-throwing one to emulate a sequential semantics?
Conclusion
Agent Smith:
Never send a human to do a machine's job.
In Matrix (Andy & Larry Wachowski, 1999).
Because of the current and foreseeing technological constraints, parallelism is the only way to go for speed and energy efficiency. Unfortunately, parallel programming has been a real challenge for more than 50 years now.
Parallelizing compilers are promising tools to generate code for a variety of architectures. Of course, the generated code is often not as efficient as hand-programming by specialists, neither as clean as a new development in a pure parallel programming language, but is an interesting trade-off relative to the time-to-market advantage for legacy code.
Automatic parallelization is no magic and has been a research area for 40 years. Unfortunately it has not became mainstream, perhaps because of too high expectations. Parallelization is an intractable issue in general and one cannot expect an automatic tool to solve better intractable problems. Fortunately, providing some rules are obeyed when writing an application, parallelism becomes easier to detect by parallelizing compilers. Low hanging fruits must be picked first.
Even if the rules presented here have been devised based upon experience with pips and Par4All, they are far more general and even applicable to modern compilers targeting sequential targets that have more and more parallelism anyway, such as simd instruction sets.
Basically, the application code should be as structured as possible. At least the unstructured parts should be segregated into some parts not to be parallelized, to keep the time-consuming parallelized parts large enough.
Easy parallelized parts often use regular for loops like Fortran do loops, preferably to while loops. Loop nest candidates for parallelization should not contain i/o or debug or error control code, or there would be an easy way to switch them off.
Automatic parallelization implies some kind of program comprehension and everything that uselessly obfuscates the program design is to be banned. Using clear data types, without type casts, local declaration instead of long-life data structures, explicit argument passing instead of global variable side effects are some of the basic rules to follow.
Since pointers are often not well managed by a compiler because of the difficulty to track what is really pointed to, pointer use has to be minimized as the use of recursive data structures, function pointers or virtual function in object-oriented languages. As a particular case, avoid array linearization and casting, but prefer using the data as they are declared. Modern compilers do no longer need these kind of manual optimization to get good sequential performance, so good sequential programming does not impact execution times usually.
If some of these recommendations cannot be applied, then try to group the noncompliant code outside of loop nests which are good candidates for parallelization or, more generally speaking outside of the most computational-intensive parts of the program. This is a good practice, for instance, for heap allocations.
In some case, the programmer has some knowledge on the program that is difficult to figure out automatically. Attributes in some languages, decoration or pragmas can be used to help the compiler to parallelize the code. When these pragma do not change the sequential semantics as with openmp, openhmpp or openacc, this is an efficient pragmatic attitude to go further into a parallel execution without losing the sequential program, and thus without having to maintain different program versions alive.
But before launching heavy parallel developments, relying on some libraries already parallelized by some experts for a large range of platform is definitely the way to begin with. Unfortunately the original application may not be structured to use an existing library but this restructuring should be worth the investment.
Actually, most of the previous rules are some common sense rules that are more and more common with the development of recent new languages or even with recent versions of existing languages, such as C++11 or Fortran 2008. So good programming for parallelism begins with good sequential programming.
Even if these programming rules seem constraining, they are often considered as sound programming rules even for classical sequential programming. That means that (re)writing application to ease parallelization can be a good opportunity for code cleaning and modernization by reengineering.
From a higher point of view, program parallelization implies some language and tool choices. Since the program sources are the real value of the applications, one should use standard approaches, if possible Open Source, to be more confident in the life duration of the environment and to not being hijacked by some companies and be bound to their future.
When parallelizing a program, the entry cost is often important, because the program has to be fitted into some new constructs, may be rewritten in a new language with a new high-level architecture. But if some of the tool used disappear for some reason, the exit cost may be quite worse, because reverse engineering the optimizations that have been made to fit the former environment before even thinking to port the all application to a new environment can be a nightmare.
For these reasons, a milder approach involving some coding rules and automatic parallelization, with some optional pragmas or directives and some use of parallel libraries, seems a good compromise between efficiency, time-to-market and technology continuity.
